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"INVICTUS"  
 

The Chronicles of Panhellencia™ 

Step into a Magical Realm  
 
 

A Broadway Style Step Musical by Jimmy Darnell Hamilton 
 
 

Justice and Valencia, (the seers from the above world) have one goal - to climb up a magical stairway 
on a journey through bizarre forests to reach the Council of Panhellencia's Annual Greek Show at 
1,902:00 time. Packed with an astonishing infusion of old school hymns, harmonic song, and powerful 
step/stroll dancing, Justice and Valencia embark upon strange mystical characters aiming to steal their 
protective idols. Courageously defeating the forces of the Dark Dean of War, Justice wins the hearts 
of the Snorth Kingdom with love, courage, and an explosive step performance at their Greek Show 
Celebration.  

 

Prologue 
 

 The story of star-crossed lovers Justice and Valencia begins during their final night as pledges before being 

initiated into their college Fraternity and Sorority during their sophomore year. Traditionally, on the final night of this 

week, sleepless and hungry pledges are blindfolded, taken to a secluded area deep in the woods off campus, left to find 

their way out, and warned to beware of the Snorths. There’s an old myth about the woods that says: long ago, several 

pledges were abducted by mystical creatures from below the earth called Snorths and were never seen again. Dismissing 

the warning in favor of a rare moment alone; Justice and Valencia decide to embark upon a separate path away from the 

others for a brief moment of passion. As they kiss, a thick layer of fog suddenly approaches. The passionate couple no 

longer hears nor sees the others and quickly find themselves lost and vulnerable. As the Fog reaches zero visibility, 

Valencia begins to weep uncontrollably in fear of the myth. Justice, fearless and protective, decides to wait until 

morning when the fog clears to find the way out. While huddled within the hollow of a large tree, Justice secures his 

beloved Valencia in his strong arms as they fall asleep. Abruptly awakened by an enormous earthquake, the two become 

separated when the ground splits open between them, causing them to fall into a mystical underworld of forests called 

The Kingdom of Panhellencia. (Bass Drum Steppers) 
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Synopsis 
 

 

Act I  

  

The ground shakes violently as the couple drop slowly to the bottom, tumbling through a thick layer of fog (Mahogany 

Theme), coming to rest in a world of mystic and breathtaking forests full of giant trees. As the fog clears, Justice is met 

by The Ice Master (Ruler of the Ice Crystal Forest) who tells Justice that he has broken the curse of the London Fog, 

freeing them from the powers of the Dean of War (the Dark ruler of The Greek Letter Forest). Justice, fearless and brave, 

demands the way back only wanting to return to his beloved Valencia. The Ice Master decides to send Justice to the 

Council of Panhellencia’s Annual Greek Show to see the Great and Mighty Judge Genesis (Ruler over the City of 

Panhellencia). The Crystal gods induct Justice into the brotherhood of warriors sending him to climb a colorful stairway 

to the Council of Panhellencia. (The Life March) Justice is given an Idol (a frozen heart which is light as feather) to 

present to the Great Judge Genesis, and to keep him safe along his journey (Zoom Oli Goli Goley)  

 

 

               Separately, Valencia tumbles down through the mystic fog (Where am I) coming to rest into an elegant Emulate 

Forest, she is met by the Mother of Pearls (Keeper of the Emulate Forest). Valencia is told by the Mother of Pearls to fear 

not, she has fallen into the Underworld Kingdom of Panhellencia, inadvertently freeing the Ladies of Pearls () from the 

great powers of Zeta Theta (The City of Burning Sands) with her alluring beauty. As Valencia weeps, she pleads to the 

Mother of Pearls for the way back up to the above world to be with her beloved Justice. The Mother of Pearls decides to 

send Valencia to see the Great Judge Genesis at the Panhellencia Greek Show. They induct Valencia into their sisterhood 

of safety giving her two powerful Idols (the pearls of protection and the mirror of magic) for safety along her journey to 

Panhellencia. In fear of the unknown, Valencia is sent to climb the colorful Stairway to the Council of Panhellencia. 

(Zoom Oli Goli Goli).  

  

                As Justice and Valencia separately journey up the colorful stairways and reach the 3rd floor, the solid color 

pattern on the stairs begins to converts to a colorful striped pattern similar to a candy cane or peppermint stick. They 

each arrive at the Forest of BonBon, home of the neophytes (The Young and Immature) where everything is sweet and 

tempting to eat. Exhausted, they each rest, while being tempted to eat from the poisonous bushes and trees of the 

bizarre Forest. 

Unable to resist, Valencia eats from a poisonous peppermint bush, falling asleep where she is discovered by 

strange young ladies dressed like baby dolls with decorative painted faces. (Beta Delta’s ) They aspire to become 

prophytes (Mature and Proper) but unless they present an Idol to the Council of Panhellencia at the next Greek Show, 

they will remain neophytes (Young and Immature). Valencia and her precious Idols, attract the eyes of the Beta Delta’s as 

they attempt to steal them away from her while she sleeps.  A startled Valencia awakens and quickly reacts using her 

mirror of magic, which helps her narrowly escape by blinding the neophytes. Frightened, she runs to the colorful stairway 

continuing her journey.   
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Justice eating from a tree of candy canes (not poisonous), alerts a group of fancy young men of Theta Pi Beta  

(The Pretty Boys), dressed in all white with purple & green vests, white painted faces with red stripes wearing fancy top 

hats and holding giant candy canes (Smooth & Sweet). Justice is told that they are neophytes aspiring to become 

prophytes at the next Panhellencia Greek Show needing an Idol to present to the Great Judge Genesis (When I Grow Up). 

Justice, realizing he is vulnerable, struggles to keep from losing his Idol to the Pretty Boys. Desperate, he breathes onto 

the Idol as he floats above them, and is lifted up and over to the colorful staircase where he surprisingly sees Valencia, 

his beloved. They are overcome with emotion and joy that each is safe, vowing never to be separated again. Reunited, 

they continue their journey. (This is a Journey) 

                 Relieved as they make their way up the colorful staircase, courageous Justice and fearful Valencia suddenly 

become stuck in their tracks, unable to take another step as the staircase turns black. They have arrived at the 2nd floor 

of Panhellencia, reaching The Forest of Greek Letters ruled by the Dark Dean of War. Justice discovers a shiny silver lamp 

on his steps, while Valencia discovers a small crystal pyramid on her steps.  

Curious, Justice rubs the Lamp which separates him from Valencia and summons the Dean of War’s mighty 

troupe of War APES who appear from a mystic fog. The Dean of War and his Troupe of APES are feared by all in the Forest 

of Greek Letters. Justice, brave and fearless, is taken captive by the APES when his idol breaks free and falls to the 

ground. His fate is to be determined by the Dean of War at the next Council meeting of the Greek Letter Forest. 

Meanwhile, Valencia, who was fascinated by the alluring crystal pyramid, hasn’t perceived the disappearance of Justice. 

She picks up the pyramid; observing the image of a strange woman inside it. From the midst of a dense fog she is 

suddenly met by The Mother of the D.O.I.(/Dames of Illusions) who tells Valencia she must surrender her Idols to the 

Dean of War and stand trial for judgment at the next Council meeting of the Greek Letter Forest. The Dean of War and 

his mighty army, who are rebellious against the laws of Panhellencia, entrap the couple within sight of each other. 

Justice is chained and collared to the Tree of Dark Power; while Valencia is imprisoned inside a Giant Crystal Pyramid but 

loses only one of her idols: the Pearls of Perfection. (Zoom Theme) 

 
 

Act II 

  

               The Forest of Greek Letters: A dark place known for mental hazing and the controlling of minds through 

psychological enslavement. Enter the Upsilons - wise with psychic abilities and stopping at nothing to enslave as many 

minds as possible, they are controlled by the Dean of War. An emergency council meeting is called to order to determine 

the fate of the foreigners (Justice and Valencia). The APE Patrol escort them to be tried. Valencia crying intensely inside 

the Crystal Pyramid is woefully filling her prison with her tears as she hears the voice of Justice. Enraged as he sees his 

beloved, Justice cries out in a mighty roar; startling all and weakening his chains – “BELOVED!” To regain order, the APES 

conduct a spectacular ritual stroll, silencing Justice and the entire Forest. (One Nation Under the Apes) 

Insulted and angered by the trespassing of the Foreigners (Justice and Valencia), The Dean of War illegally 

banishes them to the City of Burning Sands (Zeta Theta), where no one has ever returned. Breaking free of his weakened 

chains, Justice leaps onto the Crystal Pyramid as it is carried off by Floating Scrolls. Not only do the Scroll's feet never 

touch the ground, they also dress in ancient scroll paper; each scroll is distinguished by a unique message written in 

Greek letters that glow like fire flies. Failing to rescue his beloved and falling to the ground, Justice fumes with anger as 
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Valencia is carried off by the Floating Scrolls far away from him and the black staircase to Zeta Theta (When Will I See 

You Again) 

Recaptured, without his idol, and desperate; with a mighty roar Justice yells the 1st thing that comes into his 

mind – “THE IVORY BONE!” Intrigued, the Dean of War orders the APES to halt. Justice remembered hearing the Apes 

murmur about the Dean needing the Bone to gain control over the Dogs Of War (’s) and cleverly offers to get the Dean 

the Ivory Bone of the (Atomic Dogs of War) in exchange for he and Valencia’s freedom. This would give the Dean even 

more control over Panhellencia. The Upsilons, APES, and DOI’s mumbling in their unusual language in amazement, are 

quickly silenced by the roaring voice of the Dean of War. Amused by the naïve Justice, and believing he will not survive 

his encounter with the Atomic Dogs of War, the Dean of War accepts the offer, sarcastically giving him 1,902 seconds to 

present the Ivory Bone or be sentenced to cross the burning sands of Zeta Theta on foot. Released into the Forest, Justice 

is mocked and ridiculed as he journeys off to the Dogs of War camp to retrieve the Ivory Bone. (Zoom Death March of the 

Apes) 

Nearly drowning in her own tears, Valencia narrowly escapes her prison and the Scrolls using her mirror of 

magic, and slowly falls down into the camp of the Dames of Illusions (DOI’s) in fear. Her mirror activates a trail of 

diamond dust which leads her to where the precious Idols are being guarded by the DOI’s (Stroll Patrol ). Strolling in sync 

with the DOI’s guarding the Idols, Valencia bravely mimic’s their stroll; going undetected, grabbing the Idols (her Pearls 

and their Diamond Pyramid) at the precise moment, and dashing towards the colorful stairway. Losing her precious pearls 

during her fierce struggle for freedom, Valencia continues her journey without them, hopeful that Judge Genesis will 

accept the Diamond Pyramid Idol in place of Pearls of Perfection (Keep on Moving). Finally arriving, at her destination, an 

exhausted Valencia stops and collapses suddenly at the Steps of the Great Council of Panhellencia, subdued by an 

unexpected sleeping curse from the Diamond Pyramid Idol.  

Lost in the Forest of Greek Letters, Justice stumbles upon a trail of white feathers from a Great White Dove. He 

is led to a Giant Sphinx containing a Bright Green Emerald Jewel inside its mouth in the shape of an eye (The All Seeing 

Eye) as it continuously blinks repeating an unusual riddle. As he stares at the talking emerald, a Giant Dove appears from 

the sky telling Justice that whoever solves the riddle, will see as the all-seeing eye, with wisdom eternal. Feeling no 

different after solving the riddle, he grabs the emerald as the Dove guides him to The Ivory Bone amongst the ferocious 

Dogs of War.    

Courageously, as the other Atomic Dogs of War bark ferociously around him, Justice Approaches the Alpha 

Omega Dog (Alpha Dog/The leader). This towering figure, dressed in all black military fatigues, strong and mighty, 

wearing fancy silver glittering boots with taps and several Idols around his neck is respected by all. (Including the Dean of 

War) Justice stares deep into the eyes of the Alpha Dog and says the riddle of the Golden Sphinx; “As U Know A Man is, So 

as He is, to be Free Himself, As He Thinketh.”  Weakened by the riddle, the Alpha Dog repeats it, freeing himself and his 

warriors from the Dean of War’s stronghold over their minds. Justice quickly explains his situation, and Impressed by his 

courage, The Alpha Dog returns his Idol that they found on the ground (The Iced Heart which is light as a feather), as they 

Stroll and chant in song (As A Man Thinketh, Free is He) proud and strong! The A Dog yells out TIME KEEPER! (Time 

Keeper) Only 190.2 seconds remain before The Greek Show of Panhellencia begins. The next show is in 1,902 hours. The 

Alpha Dog tells Justice, only The Great Judge Genesis has the power to free someone from the land of Zeta Theta, and to 

hurry to tell him what happened if he hopes to save his beloved. (INVICTUS by Justice). 
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              Blowing on his reclaimed Frozen Heart Idol, Justice floats swiftly back to the stairs and up the colorful 

staircase; its colors turning solid white as he gets closer to the top. He finally arrives, puzzled to find his beloved 

Valencia, lying peacefully and alone on the Steps of the Panhellencia Council. Giant White Greek Columns with huge 

white doors covered in Greek Letters in all colors and sizes momentarily amazes Justice. He gently lifts his beloved 

staring at the doors, angered and saddened, unable to awaken her or open the door of scrambled Greek Letters that has 

no knobs. (Why Have I Lost You) Hopeful and desperate, he yells out “ALPHA!” as the Greek Letter A lights up on the 

door. He quickly recites the entire Greek Letter Alphabet as each letter lights up one by one, until the doors finally open.        

 

 (The Greek Show of Panhellencia – 1,902:00 Time | Let Me See You Step) 

 

 Carrying his beloved up to the Great Judge Genesis and the Panhellencia Council, the neophytes stare in envy, 

reaching and grabbing for the Idols around his neck. Everyone is in fancy costumes with jewels and glitter in every color 

imaginable. Presenting their Idols to the Great Judge Genesis, is only enough to take the staircase home but not enough 

to revive his beloved Valencia, for she is asleep eternal. Judgment is set. 1,902 hours before the next Greek Show of 

Panhellencia - let the Show Begin! (1,902:00 Time)  

Saddened and heartbroken as he carries Valencia up the staircase, a giant heart shaped snowflake falls softly 

out of the sky landing on Justices sleeve with everyone in awe! Justice suddenly pleads to weigh her heart to see if it is 

light as a feather. The jury quickly deliberates reaching a verdict: they rule to have Justice perform in the Greek Show 

wearing the crown of Snorths made from the Trees of Zeta Theta instead. Performing magnificently with power and 

energy, Justice is awarded the Breath of Life Idol (which can be earned but never given), and the Step Master Crown of 

Panhellencia, performing like no one has ever seen in the History of Greek Shows in over 250,000:00 hours. Valencia is 

prepared by the Mother of Pearls and the LOP’s for Justice to Breathe Life into her. As he does, the Stairway and skies to 

the Above World close just as her eyes open. Since Idols cannot bargain for time or the skies to the above world, they 

must remain in the underworld Kingdom of Panhellencia for 1,902:00 hours until the next Greek Show when the skies re-

open. As long as they have each other, Justice and Valencia know they will endure whatever comes. Strolling in groups to 

music, with great chanting and ritual hymns, they live happily ever before.  (Brand New Day | Panhellencia Theme) 

 

 

End 

 


